WE ASKED, STUDENTS VOTED
Student on site sentiment tracking week starting 23rd March 2020

DISCOVERING UNIVERSITY IN A VIRTUAL SPACE
Year 12s voted: which of
the following is the most
helpful in finding out
about a university?

49%
Virtual campus

tours and open
days

15%
webinars

A visual tour would be good and if we were given an
opportunity to speak with current students doing the
course we applied for.

UNIVERSITY CHOICES
of Year 13s are considering changing
their university choice in light of Covid-19

… nobody knows what things are going to be like come
September. I don't want to be stuck at home doing online
classes and paying 9 grand for it. I don't want to be alone in
a new place if things are still in lockdown, unable to meet new
people or interact properly with a new place. It's got me feeling
pretty lost, to be honest.

STUDENT CAPS
59%
of Year 13s are worried that a student number
cap would affect their place at university

18%
of Year 13s are unsure how student number caps
may affect them
Maybe this will encourage people to stop and
think whether they need to go to university right
now, instead of just going because it has become
the thing to do these days when you finish school.

FEELING FORGOTTEN

60%

of Year 10s and 12s
feel forgotten by
the government
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Try being a year 12 in Wales.
AS still counts towards A Level
and we haven't got a clue
what's going on.
My main concern is securing
work experience in an already
competitive field such as
Dentistry. A lot of my friends
want to go into Medicine
and have had all of their work
experience and volunteering
cancelled. Now it's much
more difficult to make your
application stand out.
Also, what about the UKCAT
and BMAT exams this year?
Are they cancelled too?
Would the application for
UCAS be delayed then?
Government hasn't made
things like that clear yet.

